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Pakedge Offers New Ethernet Switch

Pakedge Device and Software, based in Burlingame, CA, has introduced the
SW24-GB, the third in a series of newly designed Ethernet switches. Like other
switches in this series, the rack-mountable SW24-GB is exceptionally quiet.
Also, it maintains a smooth front face, with all cables attaching to the back of the
switch.
The SW24-GB offers 24 Gigabit (10/100/1000 Mbps) ports in a mini rack mount
form. With a heavy-duty housing, it continues the tradition of dependability that
custom integrators have come to expect from Pakedge products.
The quiet design of this switch is of interest to both home owners and custom
installers. Because the fan is virtually noiseless, the switch can be installed next
to AV equipment, providing many more options for placement.
Consumers also appreciate the sleek appearance of the SW24-GB. The front of
the switch is clean, featuring LED indicators for network diagnostics. Because all
cables install from the back, the rack-mountable SW24-GB presents a smooth
front surface. Also, the switch has an internal power supply, eliminating the need
for an unsightly power pack attachment to the cord.
“This combination of clean appearance, quiet operation, and rugged design
follows the pattern established throughout the line of Pakedge equipment,” says
Dusan Jankov, Executive Vice President of Pakedge Device and Software.
“And, like all our products, the SW24-GB fits unobtrusively into any environment,
accommodating the electronic needs of even the most discerning home owner.”
As with all Pakedge products, the SW24-GB will be sold exclusively through
authorized custom electronic retailers, and home automation and computer
network installers. They and their clients appreciate its robust design and quality
components, leading to easy installation, easy maintenance and long term
reliability.
Company bio: Pakedge Device and Software creates innovative networking
products for people who demand performance, features, and reliability. The

products use the most advanced wireless and networking technology. They are
designed for professionals to install and consumers to enjoy. For more
information and system specifications, visit www.Pakedge.com.

